W
hen the IEEE Computer Society (CS) was born on December , Computer was a young publication in a young eld, and it was the product of a young organizationthe Society's predecessor, the IEEE Computer Group. The president of the freshly franchised Society wrote that the time was right for looking back on the accomplishments of the founding IEEE Computer Group before "we start as the IEEE Computer Society." The CS was a radical expansion for its parent organization, IEEE, as it accepted "computer professionals who may not be engineers" as members. The new Society assured the IEEE leadership, who were somewhat anxious about the nature of these new professionals, that "suitable professional quali cations will be required of such individuals." At the time, however, these quali cations weren't easily de ned. If anything, the CS seemed willing to accept members from a wide variety of backgrounds. As the decade unfolded, CS leadership began to discover the common traits of computer professionals, and the pages of Computer began to describe the nature of those traits. In , computing was about to be radically changed by a new technology, the microprocessor, which was implemented in a large-scale integrated (LSI) circuit. "Microprocessors are 'relatively new,'" wrote Theodore Laliotis in a issue of Computer. "They are the one component with the most far-reaching implications, for future developments in digital systems since the transistor." But the article understated the impact of the microprocessor. Intel announced its rst commercial microprocessor, the , in November . Within four years, these chips formed the basis of a desktop computer for hobbyists, the Altair . Three years later, they were used to produce a personal business computer-the Apple II.
While the microprocessor was pushing computing in one direction, software was pushing it another. During the early s, software developers started recognizing that they were unable to produce error-free software.
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George Washington University; grier@gwu.edu They simply didn't have the software engineering tools to help them manage and develop high-quality software. Through much of the early s, software engineers discussed the nature of their eld in the pages of Computer. These articles discussed the role of standards, managerial procedures, and common components like libraries.
The year marked the th anniversary of the electronic computer, which suggested to a number of Computer contributors that the time had come to assess the state of computing. This group included several people who would eventually become editors of CS periodicals or leaders of the Society itself. They met at a workshop in Portland and produced a document they called the Oregon Report. One author explained that it was an "analysis of problems being created for the s by the events of the late s." Another group member said that the "microcomputer revolution started with the great hope that a standard LSI chip set would become the standard programmable logic element. Those who held this hope thought that the micro computer was so versatile that it was just 'a small matter of programming' to serve any of a broad range of applications." Woefully, he observed that this "view has proven to be far too limited."
The series of articles on the reportcovering topics from LSI chips to software engineering, databases, computer architecture, and education-appeared in the issues of Computer. The articles were less a prediction of the future than an assessment of the state of the eld, recognizing that the birth of the CS coincided with a shift in the nature of computing. The professionals who were making the most valuable contributions to the eld were those who were trained on mini-and microcomputers. The report also recognized the central role of software and the need to make it reliable: "Software failure can-and does-cause large-scale nancial and social loss."
The Oregon Report also considered the problem that had been present since the birth of the CS: the qualications of a computing professional. The problem, it argued, began with computing education. "In far too many situations, the student is placed in a position of having to choose between a computer science or computer engineering curriculum"-neither of which they saw as a perfect preparation. As a result, the report read, the "student ventures into industry ill-prepared for the challenges" that he or she will meet.
Yet, articles surrounding this report suggested that CS members were starting to understand the quali cations of a computing professional. An article on the new IEEE standard on software quality assurance argued that professional software engineers needed to follow well-designed procedures to avoid errors. Another article on oating-point arithmetic showed that the computing eld was becoming less tolerant of diversity. For years, each brand of computer handled oating-point arithmetic in its own way. As the decade drew to a close, Computer argued these di erent forms of oating-point numbers with a single IEEE standard. A nal article-and one of the last Computer articles of the s-on the game Zork showed that computing professionals could be both highly creative and very clever when building systems.
T he s were a time of great expansion and great disruption in the world of computing. Computer, like the CS itself, had tracked both dynamics of the eld and was starting to identify the qualities that the eld and its professionals would need to advance. 
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